
An offshoring veteran 
picks Staff Domain 
above the rest. 

CASE STUDY: PARKERBETH

ParkerBeth is an American women-owned and operated executive search firm 
focused on technology recruitment. The company is also a member of the 
Sanford Rose Associates® Network (SRA), an elite network of independently owned 
recruiting offices.  

The ParkerBeth team have a combined experience of over 40 years in recruitment 
and are passionate about connecting talented people with amazing companies. 
It is this very passion that has driven the success of the business. And ultimately, 
led ParkerBeth to seek a solution to support their growth – offshore outsourcing. 

The firm has an offshore team working from the Philippines and South Africa 
through four different Business Process Outsourcing providers (BPOs). However, it’s 
Staff Domain’s care and culture that has really shined. Jennifer Viley, President & 
Founder of ParkerBeth, shares why Staff Domain has stood out from other BPOs, 
and how the supportive partnership is helping her scale the business. 



With employment costs on the rise, and in demand roles demanding greater salaries, 
finding staff is no easy feat. As a result, offshore outsourcing has emerged as a strategic 
framework for growth for many businesses – including ParkerBeth. 

No stranger to offshore outsourcing, Jennifer was quick to realise the opportunities 
presented in global talent markets. And so, turned to this model to sustainably support 
the firm’s growing candidate and client base. 

“Being in the technology recruitment industry, I’ve worked with a lot of offshore teams 
for roles like software development and software engineers. I’ve also worked with many 
offshore recruiters throughout my career, so I have a strong understanding of the 
process. And being that we wanted to be fiscally responsible and scale at a sustainable 
rate, offshore outsourcing was the perfect way to grow the organisation” shares Jennifer.

Offshore outsourcing – 
a powerful solution for growth.  

Prior to engaging with Staff Domain, Jennifer was already working with 3 different 
BPOs for administration support, sourcing, and list building. However, when her existing 
providers didn’t offer recruiter roles, she began the search for another BPO.  

As a member of the SRA network, Jennifer turned to her peers for recommendations, 
“I was referred to Staff Domain through SRA. My SRA business coach had heard great 
things about them!” she shares. 

Jennifer assessed five different providers, but ultimately Staff Domain’s service stood out 
from the rest. “Staff Domain were amazing. The customer service was top-notch. They 
were always available to answer questions and supported me as I needed from the start 
of the process.”

Finding the right offshoring partner. 

The reality is that Jennifer’s search didn’t come 
without its challenges, “We started recruiting in 
the Philippines, but weren’t hitting the mark. The 
accents were a challenge due to some of the 
idiosyncrasies of tech recruitment that needed to 
be clear,” she shares.

However, it was Staff Domain’s continuous support, 
and the advantage of accessing multiple talent 
markets that kept her in pursuit of the right fit.  

“While the Philippines didn’t work out, South Africa 
provided a great opportunity for us because of 
the different accent. In fact, Staff Domain is one 
of the few recruiting firms SRA recommends that 
has an office in South Africa. This is a great edge in 
technology recruitment because candidates are so 
tired of talking to offshore recruiters,” says Jennifer.

From there things only went up! Staff Domain’s 
South African HR team took on the job description 
and quickly understood Jennifer’s requirements, 
“Staff Domain quickly figured out my personality 
and the kind of people I wanted. I love the care 
they take in learning who their customer is – it 
meant that once I got candidates the process went 
quickly.”

Different locations, 
different opportunities.

The smart place to grow
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Soon enough, Jennifer welcomed ParkerBeth’s first recruitment hire with Staff Domain from 
South Africa, and the results speak for themselves. In just 45 days, she’s filled two positions 
for ParkerBeth, and quickly become a valuable member of the team.  

“Our new recruiter is an amazing fit for us. She knows her stuff, her skill level is on point, and 
personality-wise she meshes wonderfully with everyone. She came in hitting the ground 
running, ready to make phone calls, talk to candidates and do the full scope of interviewing. 
She’s a senior recruiter – and shows up like one!” raves Jennifer. 

So, what’s Jennifer’s secret to offshore outsourcing success? She puts it down to team 
integration, training, and culture. 

“One of the things that makes offshore outsourcing successful, and which Staff Domain 
really helps facilitate, is making your offshore staff feel part of a team. You need to treat 
as if they were your employees. Educate them, train them, invite them to team meetings, 
communicate regularly, set KPIs, and cheer them on when they’re doing great!

I love that Staff Domain spend time and energy doing events and making sure everybody 
feels like they’re part of a team. This way our staff is not only part of my team, but also part 
of the Staff Domain culture. That’s something I don’t get from my other providers. With 
their models, they make it clear the staff member is not my employee. But you can’t just 
send work overseas and stop there – there’s so much more to the relationship. The staff is 
working for you and need to be treated as such.”

Exceptional talent = exceptional results

A lesson for offshore outsourcing success. 

Jennifer looks forward to growing her offshore team 
with Staff Domain. She’s since hired a business 
development specialist and hopes to bring on 
another recruiter as well “I’d like to bring on any new 
staff on through Staff Domain, so they can all work 
together, bounce ideas of each other, and enjoy 
have a great working environment.” 

And ultimately, Staff Domain has become a trusted 
offshore outsourcing partner for Jennifer that stands 
above the rest. 

“Staff Domain put a lot of care into their client 
relationships, and it really shows. They’ve gotten to 
know me, and care about my business and staff. 
They provide consistent support, check-in with me 
regularly, and have become a valued partner.”

A partnership for now 
and beyond. 

Jennifer Viley
President & Founder, ParkerBeth 
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Learn how to grow your business with offshore 
outsourcing today.
Book an obligation free consultation and receive a custom offshore outsourcing strategy. 


